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HONOR STALWART(S) 
SHAMSHER PRAKASH 
EMERITUS PROFESSOR   
MISSOURI UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY– ROLLA 
1 
A. The Decision of ISET Executive Committee 
 
• The proposal by Prof. Shamsher Prakash to host a Special Session to honour 
Prof. Ricardo Dobry, during 6ICRAGEE was discussed in the meeting. After 
detailed discussions, E.C. unanimously decided not to host any Special 
Honor Session during “6th International Conference on Recent Advances in 
Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering and Soil Dynamics” (6ICRAGEE) 
 
• It resolved that Geotechnical Earthquake Engineer(s)/Scientist(s) of high 
repute may be honored for their outstanding life-time contributions in the 
field of Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering during 6ICRAGEE and 
guidelines be framed accordingly 
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B. Proposed Committee  
1. H.R. Wason 
2. M.L. Sharma 
3. B.K. Maheshwari 
4. George Gazetas 
5. Shamsher Prakash 
   SP will initiate  
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